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Stanford Creates 7th Man
Club For Fans of Stanford
Basketball Fans

Sick of Domestic Singles, Many Turn To
International Date Line
By Jerry Vickname

Obama Unveils Economic
Stimulus Plan Consisting of
Selling Obama Shirts and
Buttons

INSIDE: 4 Killed, 7 Injured In
Overzealous Flipside Distribution

LIFUKA, TONGA—The dating world has been turned upside
down as many people around the
world are looking abroad to find
true love. Dating, which once was
considered strictly a local practice,
has now been taken global.
Thanks to the International Date
Line and the internet, it is now easy
to connect up with others who are
looking for foreign dates. “It used
to be the case that you needed to
date someone that you knew from
personal experience,” said one
longtime dating freelancer Sam
Sebastian. “But now you can just
call the International Date Line. It
really is that easy.”
The International Date Line
headquarters are located at 180 degrees longitude in Lifuka, Tonga.
Here, hundreds of employees work
around the clock to match up failed
romantics from across the globe.
“Just yesterday I matched up a

computer programmer from Guinea
with a psychologist from Burma,”
said an International Date Line
employee. “We really are bringing
people together.”
There have been several logistical concerns about the time differ-

ence, but those have been largely
brushed over in favor of progress.
You can call the international dateline at +676-80-DATE-LINE, and
they are open 24 hours a day for
support.

Franken Relaunches Comedy Career, Changes C-SPAN into Comedy Network
By Stanley Waters

WASHINGTON D.C.—In an
unexpected act of brilliance, comedian Al Franken relaunched
his comedy career last week as
he began his first week in the US
Senate. After winning the closest
election in US history, Franken announced his “master plan” to the
people of America. “As promised,
the government is finally going
to change!” declared Franken. “I
knew two things when I declared
my candidacy for the Senate.
First, that because of declining
book sales, my comedy career was
doomed to failure, and second, all
debates, discussions, and hearings
in the Senate are broadcast to mil-

lions of Americans via C-SPAN.
These two facts led to one obvious
course of action, and now that I’ve
been elected, I am proud to announce the rebirth of my comedy
career!” Franken continued to explain that, as a Senator, he would
use every opportunity to ridicule,
embarrass, and humiliate his fel-

low Congressmen.
Franken’s commentary was not
limited to the field of politics; he
also lambasted airport security and
women’s shoe stores. Immediately
after Franken began his committee hearing, the number of people
watching C-SPAN increased dramatically. By the end of the week,
Franken was one of the most popular comedians in the country, as
the number of Americans who had
watched C-SPAN increased from
10 to 4.6 million. Even more surprising, Franken’s forthcoming
book, “Rush Limbaugh is Still A
Big Fat Idiot and Now I’m A Senator” has earned millions of dollars
in pre-orders.
Despite Franken’s success, he

has announced that he has no intention of limiting his comedic efforts
to C-SPAN. According to Margaret Neal, Franken’s spokesperson,
“Franken is not going to end his comedic expansion any time soon. He
has only just begun his term in the
Senate, and over the next 6 years,
he hopes to make himself known
not only on C-SPAN but also on the
more exclusive networks: C-SPAN
2, C-SPAN 3, C-SPAN Radio, and
C-SPAN online. By the end of his
term, C-SPAN will be known as
the comedy network for Americans
of all ages.”
Al Franken can be found on CSPAN every business day starting from 10/9c.
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“So yeah... my memory isn’t so good.”
chief justice roberts after completely botching the presidential oath

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

$99,999,999,999,999,
999,999,999,999

last weeks answers: BRAINSTORM, UNDER THE SEA, FAT TUESDAY,
FROSOCO

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

The amount of money in the Stanford Endowment. It may
have been hit hard by the financial crisis as a percentage,
but they still have enough money to buy everyone in the
world the XBox 360, keep the sprinklers on when it’s
raining, buy up the internet, fix the economy, take over
the world, restructure numerous failing ecosystems, buy
up a majority of American universities, give out Ferrari’s
at lecture, and find a way to maintain important Stanford
programs.

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT D=N

“IF EKODRITQWXK JQOKQXR GOVBLDE NLCX ILVXJ O ROF GWXD JWX GOJ
JLHQF. JWX’J DLDXQF-JXCXD DTG, ODR GX RTD’Q BDTG GWXKX QWX WXVV
JWX LJ.” - XVVXD RXEXDXKXJ

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “DILIGENCE IS THE MOTHER OF GOOD FORTUNE, AND IDLENESS, ITS OPPOSITE, NEVER BROUGHT A MAN TO THE
GOAL OF ANY OF HIS BEST WISHES.” - MIGUEL DE CERVANTES

SUDOKU

Level: One Puzzle
Fits All

Fill in the grid so each column,
row, and 3x3 box has the
numbers 1 through 9.

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.

DITAU

SORVI
VELARM
A COMPLEX PROBLEM
FOR MATH STUDENTS
AND BUSINESSMEN
ALIKE

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public
figures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

GIGLEJ

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: JOINS, TWIRL, FAKING, WEAPON how the
plumber felt after a good day on the job IN SINK
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